






























FOCUS ON EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN JANUARY 1971 

. LL\SSROOM 

FORUM 
Edited by Austin J. Connolly, University of Missouri 

PROBLEM 5 

A new boy ··is plllced in your intermediate level 
classroom. He is from a tcealthy family which lws 
both .oi;crindulged .and sheltered. ·him. The boys 
i11 the class, most of tchom are from lotcer socio-· 
economic homes, hai;e sub;ected the new arrival to 
considerable hazing. The new boy has reacted im
maturely to their hazing with verbal boasts and 
name-calling. These tactics iwv� resulted in many 
recent fights in tchich the new arrival comes out 
second best. 
What should the teacher's role be in this situation? 

It is the teacher's responsibility to predict potential 
problems and structure events and relationships in such, 
a manner that positive situations are likely to emerge. 
Thus, a teacher must be much more than a skilled con
veyor of pedagogy; she must also possess he competen
cies of a strategist, a mediafor, and. a counselor. Let us 
apply this positive ;1pproach to the problem described · 
alx>Ve. 

Time will solve many aspects of this problem without 
the teacher's intervention. A new member to almost any 
group is subjected to a certain amount of testing and 
hazing. Thus, it would appear that the major problem is 
not class behavior, but rather the boy's lack of a behavior 
repertoire that will cope with the sih1ation. The teacher 
who would rush to sh�ter this child does him no good 
and would prohahly i�jnre her relationship with the 
cla�s. This situation requires careful consideration and 
skill, not an emotional response. 

Assuming the class pos.�sed a reasonable degree of 
harmony before the arrival of the newcomer, an analysis 
must begin with him. The teacher must seek answers to 
the following kinqs of questions: 

1. What aspects of the boy's behavior initially triggered
the class hostility?

2. What changes must take place in his behavor be
fore he will be accepted by the group?

3. What assets does the child possess which �ght be

positively perceived by the class? ( 
4. Will this child be receptive to counseling, and if so, 

in what fashion? 
5. Do I have the cooperation of the child's parents?

(This may be particularly neces.wy if it is decided
to let the child learn through his mistakes. )

Answers· to these questions must:{'e very specific. For 
instance, to simply identify that the youngster's behavior 
is immature is not enough. The teacher must determine 
what about the child's Ld1avjor is immature and under 
what conditions such lwhavior is exhibited. Following 
an analysis of the n<'Wl�'mer, the teacher must analyze 
her class. She must seek answers- to the following kinds 
of questions: 

1. What members in the class are initiating the hazing
and is it for personal recognition?

2. Where is this hazing taking place and under what
conditions?

3. Which members of the class have the greatest po
tential for making a positive contribution in this
situation?

4. What procedures are most likely to be effective with
the class in this matter?

Armed with answers to these questions the teacher is now 
in a position to exert pos\�ive leadership and make this a 
learning situation for all concerned. Such a performance 
,vill earn her respect not only from the class, but also 
from herself. 

PROBLEM 7 
My ;unior high class for the educable mentally re-
tardecl has expressed interest in taking another field 
tJip. The class has taken two prei;ious field trips 
this year and both tcere very poor. Whllt techniques 
can I employ· to insure thllt another field trip would 
be a meaningful learning experience? 

All readers are invi�d to send their solution and tell 
how they would handle Problem 7. The March 1971 
issue will summarize contributions by readers. Focus on
Exceptional Children will award complimentary sub
scriptions each month for the best solution. Send your 
response to the Editorial Offices, Focus on Exceptional
Children, 6635 East Villanova Place, Denver, C,olorado-a 
80222. 
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